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A Great and Rising Nation illuminates the unexplored early decades of the United States’ imperialist naval
aspirations. Conventional wisdom holds that, until the Spanish-American War of 1898, the United States was
a feeble player on the world stage, with an international presence rooted in commerce rather than military
might. Michael A. Verney’s A Great and Rising Nation flips this notion on its head, arguing that early US naval
expeditions, often characterized as merely scientific, were in fact deeply imperialist. Circling the globe from
the Mediterranean to South America and the Arctic, these voyages reflected the diverse imperial aspirations
of the new republic, including commercial dominance in the Pacific World, religious empire in the Holy Land,
proslavery expansion in South America, and diplomatic prestige in Europe. As Verney makes clear, the United
States had global imperial aspirations far earlier than is commonly thought.
During the long twentieth century, explorers went in unprecedented numbers to the hottest, coldest, and
highest points on the globe. Taking us from the Himalaya to Antarctica and beyond, Higher and Colder
presents the first history of extreme physiology, the study of the human body at its physical limits. Each
chapter explores a seminal question in the history of science, while also showing how the apparently exotic
locations and experiments contributed to broader political and social shifts in twentieth-century scientific
thinking. Unlike most books on modern biomedicine, Higher and Colder focuses on fieldwork, expeditions, and
exploration, and in doing so provides a welcome alternative to laboratory-dominated accounts of the history
of modern life sciences. Though centered on male-dominated practices--science and exploration--it recovers
the stories of women's contributions that were sometimes accidentally, and sometimes deliberately, erased.
Engaging and provocative, this book is a history of the scientists and physiologists who face challenges that
are physically demanding, frequently dangerous, and sometimes fatal, in the interest of advancing modern
science and pushing the boundaries of human ability.
Naval Exploration and Global Empire in the Early US Republic
Native Hawaiian Geographies of Exploration
Exploring American Girlhood Through 50 Historic Treasures
Teaching White Supremacy
Educational Materials Laboratory Report
Exploring how the U.S. military can move beyond Iraq and Afghanistan Since the September 11, 2001, attacks, the U.S.
military has been fighting incessantly in conflicts around the globe, often with inconclusive results. The legacies of these
conflicts have serious implications for how the United States will wage war in the future. Yet there is a stunning lack of
introspection about these conflicts. Never in modern U.S. history has the military been at war for so long. And never in
U.S. history have such long wars demanded so much of so few. The legacy of wars without end include a military that
feels the painful effects of war but often feels alone. The public is less connected to the military now than at any point in
modern U.S. history. The national security apparatus seeks to pivot away from these engagements and to move on to the
next threats—notably those emanating from China and Russia. Many young Americans question whether it even makes
sense to invest in the military. At best, there are ad hoc, unstructured debates about Iraq or Afghanistan. Simply put,
there has been no serious, organized stock-taking by the public, politicians, opinion leaders, or the military itself of this
inheritance. Despite being at war for the longest continuous period in its history, the military is woefully unprepared for
future wars. But the United States cannot simply hit the reset button. This book explores this inheritance by examining
how nearly two decades of war have influenced civil-military relations, how the military goes to war, how the military
wages war, who leads the military and who serves in it, how the military thinks about war, and above all, the enduring
impact of these wars on those who waged them. If the U.S. military seeks to win in the future, it must acknowledge and
reconcile with the inheritance of its long and inconclusive wars. This book seeks to help them do so.
“Everybody who has ever read a book will benefit from the way Keith Houston explores the most powerful object of our
time. And everybody who has read it will agree that reports of the book’s death have been greatly exaggerated.”—Erik
Spiekermann, typographer We may love books, but do we know what lies behind them? In The Book, Keith Houston
reveals that the paper, ink, thread, glue, and board from which a book is made tell as rich a story as the words on its
pages—of civilizations, empires, human ingenuity, and madness. In an invitingly tactile history of this 2,000-year-old
medium, Houston follows the development of writing, printing, the art of illustrations, and binding to show how we have
moved from cuneiform tablets and papyrus scrolls to the hardcovers and paperbacks of today. Sure to delight book lovers
of all stripes with its lush, full-color illustrations, The Book gives us the momentous and surprising history behind
humanity’s most important—and universal—information technology.
Let's Explore America
The Inheritance
Exploring American History
Teaching Guide. The New Exploring American History
Teaching the Educable Mentally Retarded

Who are the girls that helped build America? Conventional history books shed little light on the influence
and impact of girls' contributions to society and culture. This oversight is challenged by Girl Museum and
their team, who give voices to the most neglected, yet profoundly impactful, historical narratives of
American history: young girls. Exploring American Girls' History through 50 Historic Treasures showcases
girls and their experiences through the lens of place and material culture. Discover how the objects and
sites that girls left behind tell stories about America that you have never heard before. Readers will
journey from the first peoples who called the continent home, to 21st century struggles for civil rights,
becoming immersed in stories that show how the local impacts the global and vice versa, as told by the
girls who built America. Their stories, dreams, struggles, and triumphs are the centerpiece of the nation's
story as never before, helping to define both the struggle and meaning of being "American." This full-color
book is a must-read for those who yearn for more balanced representation in historic narratives, as well
as an inspiration to young people, showing them that everyone makes history. It includes color
photographs of all the treasured objects explored.
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"This book will deploy a wide range of material culture objects, artwork, and landscapes to the tell the
story of the American Civil War. The objects will document the war's history from its beginnings in the
fierce debates over slavery through its legacy, including recent debates about Confederate monuments"-A Comprehensive Guide to Exploring Our National Coastal Treasures
America's Democratic Ordeal and the Forging of Our National Identity
Annual Meeting - National Council for the Social Studies
Exploring World History
English Exploration and Settlement in North America, 1497-1689
A celebration of the great American lighthouses, their keepers, their histories, and their ongoing
stories For more than two centuries, lighthouses have helped sailors find their way through treacherous
waters, guiding them home or taking them safely through passages on their way to adventure. These
historic towers and houses form a sparkling chain of lights along our coasts, a reminder of the past
echoing with adventure and mystery, a lure for travelers looking for a glimpse into a romantic past.
Completely revised and updated, American Lighthouses offers more than just a tour of 450 beautiful and
historic navigational beacons dotting the coasts and lakes of the United States. This fully illustrated,
one-of-a-kind handbook details their history and architecture and provides full information on visiting
or viewing them. Included are many endangered lights, threatened by erosion or lack of funding, as well
as “ghost lights,” which are no longer standing.
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals July
- December)
Workbook
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series
A Great and Rising Nation
El-Hi Textbooks & Serials in Print, 2005
1965: July-December

Exploring American HistoryExploring American HistoryGlobe Fearon Company
"A treasure of a book."—David McCullough The harrowing story of a pathbreaking naval expedition that set out to map
the entire Pacific Ocean, dwarfing Lewis and Clark with its discoveries, from the New York Times bestselling author of
Valiant Ambition and In the Hurricane's Eye. A New York Times Notable Book America's first frontier was not the West; it
was the sea, and no one writes more eloquently about that watery wilderness than Nathaniel Philbrick. In his bestselling
In the Heart of the Sea Philbrick probed the nightmarish dangers of the vast Pacific. Now, in an epic sea adventure, he
writes about one of the most ambitious voyages of discovery the Western world has ever seen—the U.S. Exploring
Expedition of 1838–1842. On a scale that dwarfed the journey of Lewis and Clark, six magnificent sailing vessels and a
crew of hundreds set out to map the entire Pacific Ocean and ended up naming the newly discovered continent of
Antarctica, collecting what would become the basis of the Smithsonian Institution. Combining spellbinding human drama
and meticulous research, Philbrick reconstructs the dark saga of the voyage to show why, instead of being celebrated
and revered as that of Lewis and Clark, it has—until now—been relegated to a footnote in the national memory. Winner
of the Theodore and Franklin D. Roosevelt Naval History Prize
Books Related to the Social Studies in Elementary and Secondary Schools
The Book: A Cover-to-Cover Exploration of the Most Powerful Object of Our Time
America's Voyage of Discovery, The U.S. Exploring Expedition, 1838-1842
American History, English, and Bible for High School
.... Teacher's manual
Traces the history of the United States from the arrival of the first explorers to the present day.
50 Maps of the World is an essential addition to the bookshelf of any young travel lover, map maestro, or geography genius.
Spanning the world from Spain to Singapore, Colombia to Canada, Turkey to Tanzania, discover all you need to know about
some of the most awesome places on Earth. Geography, history, and culture spill from the pages in this luxuriously illustrated
treasure trove of travel knowledge. Each two-page spread is dedicated to a different country, providing both quick-fire facts
and the chance to delve deeper into what makes every nation unique. Natural wonders, bustling metropolises, storied pasts,
and cultural icons are all presented in expert detail by a pair of experienced explorers. Meet our earliest ancestors in Ethiopia,
marvel at Machu Picchu in Peru, and visit the floating villages of Cambodia in this colorful guide to 50 fascinating countries.
Each spread includes dozens of spotlighted locations, a timeline of the nation's history, and introductions to the people who
have helped shape it. With the expertise of Ben Handicott (Hello Atlas, Atlas of Adventures: Wonders of the World) and Kalya
Ryan, alongside the stunning illustrations of Sol Linero (The 50 States, 50 Cities of the U.S.A.), experience the diversity of our
world like never before. 50 Maps of the Worldreimagines what maps can be, providing not just a geographical fact fest but a
vivid insight into the history, culture, and wildlife that shape our living world. It is the perfect gift for young globetrotters and
armchair travelers alike. Also available from the 50 States series: The 50 States, The 50 States: Activity Book, The 50 States:
Fun Facts, 50 Cities of the U.S.A., 50 Trailblazers of the 50 States, and I Spy the 50 States.
Explore the World With 50 Fact-filled Maps!
Teacher's resource book
America's Military After Two Decades of War
American Lighthouses
The New Exploring American History. Workbook

Winner of the Modern Language Association’s Prize for Studies in Native American Literatures, Cultures, and Languages Winner of the
American Historical Association’s Albert J. Beveridge Award Winner of NAISA's Best Subsequent Book Award Winner of the Western History
Association's John C. Ewers Award Finalist for the John Hope Franklin Prize What if we saw indigenous people as the active agents of global
exploration rather than as the passive objects of that exploration? What if, instead of conceiving of global exploration as an enterprise just of
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European men such as Columbus or Cook or Magellan, we thought of it as an enterprise of the people they “discovered”? What could such a
new perspective reveal about geographical understanding and its place in struggles over power in the context of colonialism? The World and
All the Things upon It addresses these questions by tracing how Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian people) explored the outside world and
generated their own understandings of it in the century after James Cook’s arrival in 1778. Writing with verve, David A. Chang draws on the
compelling words of long-ignored Hawaiian-language sources—stories, songs, chants, and political prose—to demonstrate how Native
Hawaiian people worked to influence their metaphorical “place in the world.” We meet, for example, Ka?iana, a Hawaiian chief who took an
English captain as his lover and, while sailing throughout the Pacific, considered how Chinese, Filipinos, Pacific Islanders, and Native
Americans might shape relations with Westerners to their own advantage. Chang’s book is unique in examining travel, sexuality, spirituality,
print culture, gender, labor, education, and race to shed light on how constructions of global geography became a site through which
Hawaiians, as well as their would-be colonizers, perceived and contested imperialism, colonialism, and nationalism. Rarely have historians
asked how non-Western people imagined and even forged their own geographies of their colonizers and the broader world. This book takes
up that task. It emphasizes, moreover, that there is no better way to understand the process and meaning of global exploration than by
looking out from the shores of a place, such as Hawai?i, that was allegedly the object, and not the agent, of exploration.
A powerful, eagerly anticipated exploration (past and present) of white supremacy in the teachings of our national education system, its
depth, breadth, and persistence--and how, through generations of our nation's most esteemed educators and textbooks, racism has been
insidiously fostered--North and South--at all levels of learning. . In Teaching White Supremacy, Donald Yacovone shows us the clear and
damning evidence of white supremacy's deep-seated roots in our nation's education system in a fascinating, in-depth examination of
America's wide assortment of texts, from primary readers to college textbooks and other higher-ed course materials. Sifting through a wealth
of materials, from the colonial era to today, Yacovone reveals the systematic ways in which white supremacist ideology has infiltrated
American culture and how it has been at the heart of our collective national identity. Yacovone lays out the arc of America's white supremacy
from the country's inception and Revolutionary years to its 19th century flashpoint of civil war; to the Civil Rights movement of the 1960s and
today's Black Lives Matter. And, the author argues that it is the North, not the South, that bears the greater responsibility for creating the
dominant strain of race theory, inculcated throughout the culture and in school textbooks, that restricted and repressed African Americans
and other minorities, even as Northerners blamed the South for its legacy of slavery, segregation and racial injustice.
The World and All the Things upon It
50 Maps of the World
Higher and Colder
Sea of Glory

This full-color book tells the story of American healthcare history through color photographs of real objects from
museums and both famous and little-known medical discoveries.
From the first people of the Americas to modern day. Includes a section on teaching "at-risk" students.
French Exploration and Settlements in North America, and Those of the Portuguese, Dutch, and Swedes, 1500-1700
A History of Extreme Physiology and Exploration
Including Related Teaching Materials K-12
Gf Exploring American History Workbook 1994c
Sociocultural Dimensions of American Schoolbooks
The central assumption of The Textbook as Discourse is this: interpreted in the flow of history, textbooks can provide important
insights into the nature and meaning of a culture and the social and political discourses in which it is engaged. This book is
about the social, political and cultural content of elementary and secondary textbooks in American education. It focuses on the
nature of the discourses—the content and context—that represent what is included in textbooks. The term "discourse"
provides the conceptual framework for the book, drawing on the work of the French social theorist Michel Foucault. The volume
includes classic articles and book chapters as well as three original chapters written by the editors. To enhance its usefulness
as a course text, each chapter includes an Overview, Key Concepts, and Questions for Reflection.
A full-color trip through the treasures of American Childhood from 1650 to today. Remember the toys you played with when
you were growing up? Each of those objects has a story to tell about the history of American childhood and play. Construction
toys like Lincoln Logs and Erector Set offer insight into America’s booming urban infrastructure in the early 1910s and 20s, and
the important role toys played in preparing children for future careers in engineering and architecture. A stuffed toy monkey
from Germany tells the story of young Jewish refugees to the United States during World War II. The board game Candyland
has its origins in the dreaded polio epidemic of 1950s. Exploring Childhood and Play Through 50 Historic Treasures brings
together a collection of beloved toys and games from the last two centuries to guide readers on a journey through the history
of American childhood and play, 1840-2000. Through color photographs and short essays on each object, this book examines
childhood against the backdrop of culture, politics, religion, technology, gender, parenting philosophies, and more. The book
features ten categories of objects including board and electronic games, dolls, action figures, art toys, optical toys, animal toys,
construction sets, and sports. Each essay tells the story of the individual object its historic context, and each passage builds
upon one another to create a fascinating survey of how childhood and play changed over the course of two centuries.
Exploring the History of Childhood and Play through 50 Historic Treasures
The Textbook as Discourse
Exploring America
Annotated Teacher Edition
A Bibliography Based on the Acquisitions of the Educational Materials Center

Well researched and presented guide about the USA for world wide audience, especially for
immigrants and perspective US immigrants to help them get a comprehensive view of our
great nation on earth. Book is written by a naturalized American International Business
Executive and former manager with a top Fortune 500 company with decades of US
experience, who now is into academics.. What is to be noted here is that most new comers
will take a long time understanding American society and culture and get rid of false
notions acquired by reading tabloids, second rates movies and listening to those for whom
America is sour grape.
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Robert and Denise Sedlak are noted for their work with mentally retarded young people.
Teaching the Educable Mentally Retarded combines their training and experience to create
an invaluable resource for both the practicing and beginning teacher of mildly retarded
students. Practical suggestions, case studies, and real-life anecdotes are interwoven
with research findings. The result is an up-to-date, comprehensive guide to handling the
expected and unexpected situations teachers confront in the classroom. The book
incorporates current trends in education, featuring sections on the use of instructional
aides in the classroom and on the use of computers and other teaching technology in
special education classes. The authors' style is clear and easy to follow, and the work
is enhanced through the copious use of charts and figures.
Exploring American History Teachers Resource Manual
Exploring the American Civil War Through 50 Historic Treasures
Exploring American Healthcare Through 50 Historic Treasures
Teacher's resource manual
The New Exploring American History
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